NAME:

BLOCK:

- CENTRAL HISTORICAL QUESTION(S) HOW DID NEWLY INDUSTRIALIZED COUNTRIES RESPOND TO THEIR ECONOMIC BOOM?

LESSON OBJECTIVE(S)
1). EXPLAIN the pros & cons of the economic ideologies emerging in the midst of the Industrial Revolution

PART I: WARM UP
DIRECTIONS: Respond to the Warm Up question. Make note of any meaningful comment in the following
mini-discussion.

WHICH PIZZA-REWARD
POLICY DO YOU SUPPORT?
LIST 2 -3 DEFENSIBLE REASONS EXPLAINING WHY IN THE SPACE BELOW.

I SUPPORT THE:
CIRCLE ONE
THE HIGHEST
OVERALL GPA
METHOD

THE GPA-REFORM
METHOD

REASON #1

REASON #2

REASON #3

THE HARD-WORKING
CLASS METHOD

STUDENT
COMMUNITY METHOD

PIZZA REWARD POLICY
**The scenario is silly, but designed to help you understand some complex economic ideologies that you really need to understand if you want be an
informed person in the 21st century. Just roll with it. If you don’t like pizza, replace it with something else**

For years, the teachers at your school endlessly try to devise ways to motivate students
to work as hard as they can and produce high quality work that everyone can be proud of
at your school. One teacher proposes the idea of using pizza as incentive for working hard
in class. Your math teacher is desperate for students to be motivated to work hard and
decides to go forth and incorporate this idea in class.
So, your math teacher provides your class with pizza every Friday. Pretty good deal.
Every Friday, five pizzas arrive in the classroom. 25 kids in the class, 5 pizzas—seems like
easy math to figure out how to divide ‘em up. However, your math teacher divides the
pizzas in a somewhat surprising way: the 8 students with the highest GPA get to share 4 of
the pizzas. (She lets them choose their toppings, too.) The other 17 students share only one
pizza (plain, obviously). This method of “pizza-sharing” is called the “Highest Overall
GPA Method.” Your math teacher’s rationale is that students will be motivated to work
harder in order to receive higher grades in all subjects. Over the past few months, this
method has, on the whole, increased academic performance for most students.

But, as time goes on, every Friday it’s the same eight students who keep getting to
share the 4 pizzas. It’s a situation of “Haves” & “Have-Nots.” (Those 8 students, after all, get
4 slices each, while the remaining 17 students need to share 8 slices between them. That’s
less than a half-slice per person.) It’s pretty obvious that there is going to be some real
tension between the ‘Haves’ & ‘Have-Nots.’ Tensions skyrocket when one of the “Have-Nots”
learns that the top eight students all have outside tutors for every subject—their GPAs are
the result not only of hard work or intelligence, but are also made possible because those 8
students can afford to pay for significant extra help. The “Have-Nots” petition the math
teacher, explaining that the system is inherently unfair. The “Have-Nots” argue that they
have been working hard, too—doing their homework, studying, preparing for classes, etc.
They feel that they shouldn’t be punished just because they can’t afford tutors.
Your math teacher is convinced by their logic, so she creates a new pizza-sharing
system: the top 8 students will now share 3 of the pizzas (in other words: 3 slices each), and
the remaining 17 students will share 2 pizzas (in other words: slightly less than 1 slice each).
This is called the “GPA-Reform Method.”

Time goes on and, more or less, the same eight students continue to receive the
lion’s share (i.e. majority) of the pizza. The other 17 students feel as if they have continued
to work just as hard as the “top” 8 students, but they are slowly losing faith that they’ll ever
get any more than their dinky, less-than-one slice per week. Realizing that they have
strength in numbers and that they collectively share the same genuine belief in fairness and
sense of frustration for the current situation, the students decide to act. When the pizzas
arrive next time, the 17 students surround the delivery guy and take control of the 5 boxes.
But they know what it’s like to be denied their fair share, so they don’t just keep all the
pizzas for themselves.
Instead, they explain to their teacher (and to the other 8 “top” students) that they
believe everyone will continue to work hard in school regardless of the pizza-sharing
method. They argue that there is no need for an additional incentive. This group of 25
students, they say, has consistently proven themselves to be worthy of pizza. The teacher
agrees, and the class reaches a decision that the pizza belongs to everyone.
How it will be distributed each Friday depends on any number of factors:
- who needs it the most (perhaps some students are particularly hungry that week);
- who has a friend in another class that might really need a slice;
- who could receive a “bonus slice” for having worked especially hard that week to share their
mathematical understanding so that all students learned more.
This is called the “Hard-Working Class Method.”

In subsequent weeks, though, students feel that the teacher continues to have too
much of a say in who gets the pizza. Yes, it’s being shared more or less equally, but the
teacher is still the one who cuts it up, and she is still making a lot of suggestions about who
deserves a bit more. Students realize that, although the “Hard-Working Class Method” is
mostly going well, they can still push it just one step further. A group of students decide
that the only way to ensure that pizza slices are truly even is to get the Math teacher fired.
(In fact, they get all teachers fired.) Having teachers simply doesn’t seem necessary any
longer, since the students have already proven that they are capable of sharing, as well as
capable of teaching each other. Students realize that they should have just skipped to this
step long ago—equal pizza (5 pizzas split 25 ways means a little over one-and-a-half slices
each), no teachers, more or less a perfect, harmonious little classroom. This method is
called the, “Student Community Method.”
CIRCLE WHAT YOU THINK IS THE BEST “PIZZA POLICY” METHOD:
A) HIGHEST OVERALL GPA
|
B) GPA-REFORM
C) HARD-WORKING CLASS
|
D) STUDENT COMMUNITY
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THE “PIZZA-REWARD
POLICY”
SCENARIO:
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SOCIALISM
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(la issez-fa ire
ca pita lism)

PART II: SOCIALISM OR CAPITALISM?

It is 1850 and you are a 90-year-old factory worker, and proud member of the working class, or now
commonly referred to as “The Proletariat.” You have witnessed the rapid industrial change that began in the
1760’s with Richard Arkwright’s water-frame. Arkwright, who became one of the world’s first millionaires,
prospered like many other Englishmen of the “new middle class,” now commonly referred to as “The
Bourgeoisie.” You’ve worked your whole life. And now you’ve finally saved up enough money to start up your
own factory to produce your new, incredibly profitable product known as the “dishwasher.”
To celebrate, you decide to take your first railroad trip around England. But, everything you see out the
window reminds you of the types of changes you have seen in your lifetime. When the government decided to
stop interfering with business & allowed for the economic ideology of Industrial Capitalism to take place,
wonderful things like railroads, hospitals, and economic development sky-rocketed. Yet, the living and working
conditions brought on by urbanization and child labor resulted in response to the lack of government policy of
capitalism. You’ve seen 9 year olds die in coalmines & families starve to death on the streets after long years of
working in the factories to produce the wealth that is enjoyed by the new middle class. They mostly, and simply,
own the businesses factories that you work in like a slave, but they are the ones who can afford to live in good
conditions. As prosperity in England begins to grow, so does the growing gap between the “have’s,” & “have-not’s.”
In response to this, workers have begun the reform practice of Labor Unionism, so they can demand &
receive better working & living conditions and still conserve the economical benefits of a capitalist system.
Yet, some of your former co-workers at the factory do not believe in the strength of unions and don’t trust
the chances of conditions improving in a capitalist system with little to no government intervention. So, some
radical thinkers have created the economic ideology of Socialism that demands for equality throughout society
wherein all of the workers are also the owners of the businesses and factories. In a society under this ideology, the
workers would own the “means of production” (factories & businesses) because the workers are the producers and
therefore, should own the production companies. The transition to this type of society may take a while, and the
preexisting government will remain. But, slowly, over a long period of time, the workers of the world will have an
equal share to the profits of factories & businesses as the owners. Ultimately, everyone will have the same income.
In addition, and growing OUT of this socialist ideology, an even more extreme group of thinkers create the
economic ideology of Communism. The Communists are so radically obsessed with protecting the “Proletariat,” or
the “have-nots” of society that they truly believe the only method of achieving a pure & true socialist society is to
have the workers completely overthrow the current existing government of England.
Your train unexpectedly stops, and the conductor has said that the trip is now a one-way ride with four different destinations
to choose from. Wherever you go is where you will have to start up your factory. WHICH ROUTE DO YOU TAKE:
1.) The Conservative Route: This destination is an Industrial Capitalist society that is no different
from the English society in which you currently reside.
2.) The Moderate Route: This destination is still a Capitalist society, but features a reformist culture
wherein Unionism is heavily practiced throughout society.
3.) The Liberal/Radical Route: This destination is a just starting to try out Socialism. It is new, the
government is old, and no one knows what it will look like.
4.) The Extreme Radical Route: This destination is plotting to become a Communist society. This plot
is new, and no one knows how violent the overthrow will be.
ON THE OTHER PAGE, WEIGH OUT WHAT YOU BELIEVE TO BE THE PRO’S & CONS OF EACH PATH
& CREATE A CLAIM-BASED PARAGRAPH EXPLAINING YOUR DECISION.

HOMEWORK
PART I DIRECTIONS: Complete the chart below using information from the scenario on page 2 and your
textbook. I’ll be doing a quick in-class check for completion in our next class.

COMMUNISM

SOCIALISM

LABOR-UNION

(AMONG MANY FRENCHMEN)
CHAMPIONED DURING
INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION BY:

(REFORM-BASED CAPITALISM)
CHAMPIONED DURING
INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION BY:

KARL
MARX

PIERRE
LEROUX

THE WORKING
CLASS

GERMANY

FRANCE

THE W ORKING CLASS
OF “THE W EST”

CHAMPIONED DURING
INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION
BY:

PRO

CON

PRO

CON

PRO

CON

INDUSTRIAL
CAPITALISM
CHAMPIONED DURING
INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION
BY:

ADAM SMITH

GREAT BRITAIN
(Scotland)
PRO

CON

Read the scenario on the previous page and write ONE quick explanation as to which route you would take, as
the WORKER in the scenario and why in the space below.

PART II: DIRECTIONS: Read and take notes on pages 647 – 652 in your textbook. Create an index
card/quizlet sheet for the following terms. They will be the subject of a group project we will be conducting next
week. I’ll be doing a quick in-class check for completion of index cards/quizlet cards. Please see me if you need
index cards.
- laissez-faire
- Adam Smith
- Capitalism
- Socialism
- Karl Marx
- Communism
- Union
- Strike

